
Minutes ASK PPG Meeting Held 23/01/18 Room 2 Whitegate Medical Centre at 6pm. 

 

Members Present: Luan Stewart (LS); Sue Ransome (SR); Viv Critchley (VC); John Butler (JCB); 

Gavin Quick (GQ); Ann Allen (AA); Pauline Duncan (PD) 

 

Apologies Received: George Goldthorp (GG); Jo Booth (JB); Susan Stratton(SS) 

 

Chairs Remarks: AA welcomed everyone and wished them a happy New Year. 

 

Minutes Previous Meeting: These were agreed as true and correct 

 

Matters Arising: The change in email addresses to @nhs.net is still in the pipeline. 

 

Practice Update: The merger with South King Street is still going ahead. It is now likely to be 

finalised in September 2018 as there are a couple of different working practices that need to be 

resolved. The new medical centre being built on the site of the Old Comrades Club and Adelaide St 

is anticipated to be ready by the end of summer. There will be a requirement to use Portakabins 

during the build (it is not possible to build half the medical centre and leave the Adelaide St surgery 

standing until later). This includes Pharmisense being based in a Portakabin. There will also be 

some use of South King St surgery in this time according to availability. The surgery is also looking 

for alternative premises for their use in this period. (As an example the old Gorton St surgery was 

considered but ruled out because it is being used by another organisation). 

 

LS also advised she was aware some people may have concerns about the long term prospects for 

Kentmere Drive. She is happy to put those fears to rest. There is no intention to close Kentmere 

Drive. In fact during the transition it is likely that the admin staff will be based there.  

 

With regard to the new building LS is looking to involve as much local business as possible. The 

architects are Day Architects, a Manchester based firm, but there are regular fortnightly meetings 

and where sub contracting is required the push to use local businesses is being made. 

 

LS also advised the meeting the practice pharmacist has left and this means Steve Braithwaite is 

now working 5 days a week.  

 

In addition there is a new receptionist – Ally – who has been taken on a fixed 12 month contract (all 

that is possible given upcoming merger talks etc, and it is hoped eventually a more permanent 

position can be offered). Ally is based primarily at Kentmere Drive. In addition Sharon will be 

starting in February. Lorraine Murphy who works at both surgeries has put herself through training 

to become a Health Care Assistant and is going through further training. It is hoped she will 

eventually become a G.P. Assistant (50% HCA and 50% Admin) – this is a new role being trialled in 

Lancashire and Cumbria. 

 

LS then informed the meeting that Dr Cruz had recently chaired an Integration 2020 meeting  for 

the build of a new village at Wyndike. It has been decided to build a new medical centre at the 

village and to make it open tender for all practices wishing to run it. 

 

Dr Majumder is an official trainer for all GP Registrars, we were told, wherever they are training. In 

addition as a result of an agreement with UCLAN agreement we will be taking medical students  

(still at University- before they pass and become a Dr – albeit a junior/trainee Dr) .  

 

Patient Participation Network Group (PPNG): Next meeting 24/01 and VC to attend. 

ASK Plan 18: This was put on the agenda so the meeting could discuss the strategy and way 



forward for the PPG.  It was agreed to take forward and discuss at future meetings (bearing in mind 

a merger with S King St PPG will occur when the proposed merger of the practices takes place.) 

 

AOB: There had been questions raised about EMIS and it was pointed out out this was beyond the 

remit of the practice as EMIS is a system that practices sign up to, and so was a country wide 

problem. 

 

A problem regarding community care plans had been submitted prior to the meeting but LS advised 

that this scheme is stopping and the whole situation is under review, and so people are looking to 

see how the whole thing pans out. 

 

AA advised she had been talking to someone who said they need to see a lady doctor and had 

problems if they had to see a male doctor. She had advised them to write down their symptoms and 

questions as this would help. It was agreed this is good advice and LS said she would look to 

include it in here next newsletter. 

 

Mention was made of an outside clinic offering eye tests  and it was stated that people should 

remember this is a service offered by the NHS (free to those who qualified for free prescriptions, or 

whose medical condition requires it). 

 

Date of Next Meeting: 20 Mar 2018, Whitegate Medical Centre Room 2 @ 6 p.m. 


